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D

iffuse optical tomography (DOT) in the near-infrared (NIR)
is an emerging imaging modality with potential application in
radiology. The technique has the capacity to produce quantitative
images of intrinsic and extrinsic absorption and scattering (1–4), as
well as fluorophore lifetime and yield (5–7) in diffuse media such
as tissue. These fundamental quantities can then be used to derive
tissue oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations, blood oxygen
saturation (8), contrast agent uptake, and organelle concentration
(9). Such novel contrast mechanisms are important for practical
applications such as the measurement of tissue metabolic state,
angiogenesis, and permeability for cancer detection (10–12), the
measurement of functional activity in brain (13) and muscle (14),
and the detection of hematomas (15).
Optical imaging of large organs such as breast is often feasible
because of the low absorption of tissue in the 700-to 850-nm spectral
region. In fact, light has been investigated since the late 1920s as a
diagnostic tool for breast cancer (16–21) by transillumination (also
called diaphanography). Transillumination, however, had low spatial resolution and afforded little in spectral quantification of
lesions. Hence, it did not attain sufficient sensitivity and specificity
to be used clinically (18, 20).
During the last decade, rigorous mathematical modeling of light
propagation in tissue, combined with technological advancements
in photon sources and detection techniques, has improved transillumination measurements (21, 22) but additionally has made possible the application of tomographic principles (1–3, 23, 24) for
imaging with diffuse light. Diffuse optical tomography has dramatically improved our ability to localize and quantify tissue structures
with light. Furthermore, the method employs non-ionizing radiation and relatively low cost instrumentation. Its main disadvantage
remains the low spatial resolution achieved as a result of the highly
scattering nature of tissue in the NIR. The resolution of current
experimental DOT implementations (25, 26) is ⬇5 mm millimeters,
although increased numbers of source-detector pairs and improved
signal-to-noise may lead to further resolution improvement.
Thus far, DOT images of absorbing and scattering objects
embedded in tissue-like media have been produced (2, 25–30) by
using phantoms. The experimental certainty of the phantom contrast makes the evaluation of the technique straightforward. In vivo

measurements, on the other hand, require selection of an appropriate ‘‘Gold Standard’’ for DOT validation in the clinical environment. One way to achieve validation is to compare NIR reconstructions with images from other well established modalities such
as x-ray computed tomography, ultrasound, or MRI. MRI is an
excellent candidate for this scheme because it provides both structural and functional information.
In this work, we report on in vivo diffuse optical tomography of
the human breast after contrast agent administration. The contrast
agent we employ, indocyanine green (ICG), is an absorber and
fluorophore in the NIR that was originally used in liver function
studies, angiography, and cardiac output monitoring (31). Here, we
consider its utility for absorption-based breast cancer detection
using DOT. The optical examination is performed simultaneously
with a magnetic resonance (MR) examination protocol after gadolinium (Gd) administration. Surgery or excisional biopsy performed on patients participating in the study provides accurate
pathological information about the imaged lesions.
The concurrent examination enables MR and DOT imaging
under identical physiological conditions and geometry. The MR
and DOT images are accurately coregistered by using specially
designed fiducials that mark the position of the optical set-up on the
MR images. The use of contrast-enhanced images for both DOT
and MRI provides a good validation model based on the functional
characteristics of tissue. Additionally the use of contrast agents
allows reconstruction of differential images (32) that is minimally
affected by experimental uncertainties. Although the simultaneous
examination offers the possibility to employ MR structural and
functional images as a priori information to improve the DOT
reconstruction (33, 34), here we only perform a direct comparison
of the two modalities as stand-alone methods.
We present three cases: a ductal carcinoma, a fibroadenoma, and
a control study with no suspicious enhancement. Our aim was to
validate the efficiency of DOT for imaging breast and breast cancer
and to demonstrate features of contrast enhanced DOT. The
ICG-enhanced images reveal good congruence with the Gdenhanced MR images. Contrast agent uptake exhibited differentiation between disease and other structures. Thus, the potential
usefulness of ICG in diffuse optical mammography was documented, and, more generally, the possibility to use DOT with
engineered contrast agents that target cancer or probe specific
functionality was demonstrated in vivo.
Methods
NIR Imager. Our NIR imager and its performance for resolving

absorbing and scattering objects in phantom measurements has
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We present quantitative optical images of human breast in vivo. The
images were obtained by using near-infrared diffuse optical tomography (DOT) after the administration of indocyanine green (ICG) for
contrast enhancement. The optical examination was performed concurrently with a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) exam on patients
scheduled for excisional biopsy or surgery so that accurate image
coregistration and histopathological information of the suspicious
lesions was available. The ICG-enhanced optical images coregistered
accurately with Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance images
validating the ability of DOT to image breast tissue. In contrast to
simple transillumination, we found that DOT provides for localization
and quantification of exogenous tissue chromophore concentrations.
Additionally our use of ICG, an albumin bound absorbing dye in
plasma, demonstrates the potential to differentiate disease based on
the quantified enhancement of suspicious lesions.

been described (26). The instrument operates in the time-domain
using time-correlated single photon counting. The measurements
are Fourier transformed to produce data at multiple modulation
frequencies. The source used in this study was an ⬇40 W laser
diode at 830 nm pulsing at a repetition rate of 5 MHz with a pulse
width of 50 ps. The laser source is coupled to 24 source fibers via
an optical switch (DiCon Fiberoptics, Berkeley, CA). The detection
uses eight fiber bundles and collects photon signals from the breast
in parallel. Both source fibers and fiber bundles are 10 m long so
that the imager may be placed outside the Faraday cage to avoid
interference with the MR scanner. The breast is compressed softly
between two plates. The plates hold fibers, radio-frequency coils for
MRI, and specially designed fiducials that appear on the MR
images for coregistration purposes. All source fibers are mounted
on one plate, forming a 3 ⫻ 8 grid array with adjacent fiber
separations of 1.25 cm. All detector fiber bundles are mounted on
the other plate, forming a 2 ⫻ 4 grid array with adjacent fiber
separation of 2.5 cm.
Diffuse Optical Tomography. Diffuse optical tomography typically
requires two mathematical tasks: (i) modeling of the photon
propagation in the scattering medium (forward problem), and (ii)
data inversion to reconstruct the images (inverse problem). We
have employed the perturbation approach (1, 2, 35) to solve the
forward problem in the frequency domain. Here we outline a
special formulation of the general reconstruction framework, well
suited to imaging the contrast enhanced breast. The details of this
formulation and its evaluation are described elsewhere (32). In
brief, the absorption (a⬘(rជ)) and diffusion (D⬘(rជ)) coefficients of the
pre-ICG breast are divided into spatially dependent (␦a⬘(rជ), ␦D⬘(rជ))
and background components (a⬘0, D⬘0): i.e., a⬘(rជ) ⫽ a⬘0 ⫹ ␦a⬘(rជ)
and D⬘(rជ) ⫽ D⬘0 ⫹ ␦D⬘(rជ). After the Rytov expansion (35), the
photon density (total field) wave with modulation frequency ,
measured at position ជrd due to a source at position ជrs can be written
as the product of two terms: i.e.,

U⬘共rជ s, ជr d,  兲 ⫽ U⬘0共rជ s, ជr d,  兲e sc⬘ 共ជr s,rជd,兲,

[1]

where the scattered field s⬘c(rជs, ជrd, ) is the field component
scattered from the existing heterogeneity (␦a⬘(rជ),␦D⬘(rជ)) and the
incident field U⬘0(rជs,rជd, ) is the field that would have been detected
from the same medium if these heterogeneities were not present.
After the administration of a contrast agent, the background optical
properties change, and the total field is
U⬙共rជ s, ជr d,  兲 ⫽ U ⬙0共rជ s, ជr d,  兲e sc⬙ 共ជr s,rជd,兲,

[2]

where s⬘c (rជs, ជrd, ) is the field component scattered from the
post-ICG heterogeneity [i.e., ␦ a⬙(rជ), ␦D⬙ (rជ) with respect to the new
background optical properties  a⬙0, D⬙0] and U⬙0(rជs, ជrd,) is the
incident field obtained from a homogeneous medium with  a⬙0, D⬙0.
Combining Eq. 1 with Eq. 2, we obtain the relative scattered field:
i.e.,

 sc ⫽  ⬙sc ⫺  ⬘sc ⫽ ln
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冊

U⬙ U⬘0
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U⬘ U ⬙0

[3]

which is the field scattered from the perturbations created by the
contrast agent injection. It can be shown (32) by using first order
perturbation theory that

 sc共rជ s, ជr d,  兲 ⬵ ⫺

冕

关W a共rជ ,  ⬙a0, D ⬙0,  兲 ␦ aICG共rជ 兲

V

⫹ W s共rជ ,  ⬙a0, D ⬙0,  兲 ␦ D ICG共rជ 兲兴drជ ,

[4]

where Wa (Ws) represents the absorption (scattering) weights of
perturbations at position ជr, due to a source at ជrs and a detector at
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ជrd. ␦aICG(rជ), ␦DICG(rជ) are the unknown ‘‘differential’’ perturbations
of the absorption and diffusion coefficient arising from the contrast
agent distribution alone. The approximations leading to Eq. 4 work
particularly well for transmittance geometry where 兩rជs ⫺ ជrd 兩 ⬇ 兩rជs ⫺
ជr 兩 ⫹ 兩rជ ⫺ ជrd兩 for the most probable photon paths between ជrs and ជrd;
they also work well when ␦a⬘(rជ), ␦D⬘(rជ) are small (32). The exact
form for the weights is given elsewhere (32). The transmittance
geometry is implemented assuming the method of image sources
(36). For image reconstruction, this integral equation is discretized
into a sum of volume elements (voxels), and the scattered field is
obtained for every source-detector pair and employed frequency .
For n voxels and m ⫽ o ⫻ p ⫻ q measurements, where o is the
number of sources, p is the number of detectors, and q is the number
of frequencies employed, the discretization yields a set of coupled
linear equations
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Inverting the weights’ matrix determines the spatial map of differential perturbations in absorption and diffusion coefficient due to
contrast agent injection.
The reconstructions performed in this study use five frequencies
(80, 160, 240, 320, and 400 MHz). Matrix inversion is based on the
algebraic reconstruction technique (37) with relaxation parameter
 ⫽ 0.1 and 500 iteration steps. The number of iterations was chosen
after calibrating the algorithm with phantom measurements and
was kept constant for all cases. Because minimal change in the
scattering properties of the breast is expected after ICG injection,
we set the diffusion coefficient differential perturbations to zero.
Furthermore, to facilitate quantitative comparisons between the
DOT images obtained from different patients, we have chosen to
reconstruct similar volumes and have kept the voxel size constant:
i.e., 0.3 ⫻ 0.4 ⫻ 1 cm (3). All reconstructions shown are done for
a 1-cm-thick slice, perpendicular to the compression plates (coronal
plane), passing through the suspicious lesion. Only the real part of
Eq. 5 was inverted because it has generally better signal to noise
ratio characteristics than the imaginary part.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging. MR studies were performed with a 1.5

T imager (Signa, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI), version 5.4
software. The body coil was used as the transmitter, and a custombuilt multicoil consisting of four coils constructed on the two
compression plates (38) served as a receiver.

Examination Protocol. The simultaneous MR and DOT study and

informed consent form were approved by the institutional review
board, and the investigation was conducted in full compliance with
the accepted standards for research involving humans. Except for
control cases, patients entering the study had a previous suspicious
mammogram or palpable lesion and were scheduled for excisional
biopsy or surgery. Written informed consent was obtained from all
participants.
Patient placement followed standard procedures used for the
MR examination. The patient assumed the prone position with the
breasts falling away from the chest wall and into an H-shaped coil
holder. The two compression plates were positioned parallel to the
sagittal plane and ensured contact of the optical fibers onto the
tissue.
Ntziachristos et al.

MRI-DOT examination protocol.

The simultaneous examination protocol is depicted in Fig. 1. The
MR imaging protocol consisted of (i) an axial T1 SE (TR兾TE
500兾14 FOV 24) localizer, (ii) a sagittal T1-weighted SE (TR兾TE
500兾14 FOV 16), (iii) a sagittal T2-weighted, fat-saturated FSE
(TR兾TE 5000兾120 FOV 16), and (iv) a sagittal three-dimensional,
fat-saturated GRE sequence (TR兾TI兾TE 9.3兾27兾2.2, acquisition
matrix 512 ⫻ 512 FOV 16 slice thickness 2.5–3). The last sequence
(iv) acquired one pre-Gd and three post-Gd sets of images to
investigate the Gd distribution. Gadolinium was administered
intravenously at 0.1 mmol兾kg.
The DOT examination protocol had two parts. The first part ran
simultaneously with the MR protocol. First a measurement with the
laser light off was performed to obtain dark current and background light noise. Then the light power was adjusted, and all
sources were scanned to obtain the breast baseline (SET I). During
the post-Gd period, the DOT protocol selected six sources close to
the suspicious region and scanned them during SET II. This
measurement acquired the total field U⬘(rជs, ជrd, ) of Eq. 1. The
selection of the sources was based on the information for suspicious
lesions produced by the postgadolinium MR images. At the end of
the MRI protocol, the first optical source of the chosen six was
selected to continuously acquire data at ⬇20-s intervals (SET III).
Then a bolus of sterile ICG (SERB, Paris, France) was injected
intravenously at 0.25 mg兾kg. Three minutes after injection, a scan
of the remaining 5 sources was performed (SET IV). Finally the
input light was directed again to the first source for an additional 1
min of data acquisition at ⬇20-s intervals (SET V). The measurements of SET IV and the first measurement of SET V acquire the
total field U⬙(rជs, ជrd, ) of Eq. 2. The overall examination lasted 25
min (20 min for MRI兾DOT and 5 min for ICG-enhanced DOT).
At the end of the examination protocol, a calibration optical
measurement was acquired for all sources on a specially constructed
resin model with typical optical properties and dimensions of a
human breast (SET VI) that can be used in combination with SET
I to image intrinsic breast optical properties.
NIR Data Preprocessing. Data preprocessing consisted of three steps:

(i) During the first step, standard median filtering was applied to
all time resolved curves, followed by subtraction of the dark current
and ambient light photon count (obtained before SET I).
(ii) In the second step, a correction was effectively applied to the
total field U⬙(rជs, ជrd, ) to account for the  a⬙0 change as a function
of time because of the clearance of ICG from the plasma. This
normalization is critical because different sources are ‘‘on’’ at
different times whereas ICG is clearing. Fig. 2 shows the average
change in  a⬙0 from a 50-year-old patient after ICG administration.
The measurement is obtained during SET III and SET V for a
single source-detector pair. The  a⬙0 change calculation is based on
an algorithm (39) developed specifically to monitor absorption
changes with an accuracy of 10⫺3 cm⫺1. The area in gray indicates
the time allocated to SET IV. The correction normalizes all data
acquired during SET IV to correspond to the absorption level of the
first point of SET V. For this purpose, the absorption coefficient
 a⬙0(i) (i ⫽ 1. . . 5) was calculated at each of the five time points
during SET IV (i.e., the open circles in Fig. 2) by using linear
interpolation between the last points of SET III and the first points
Ntziachristos et al.

Fig. 2. Absorption increase of human breast attributable to ICG injection as a
function of time and the correction applied.

of SET V. Each circle defines the temporal midpoint of the
acquisition period allocated to a particular source. Although the
ICG clearance from the plasma follows an exponential decay, linear
interpolation suffices to predict the a values for the small time
interval of SET IV. The a(i) at each of the points was used to
derive a signal intensity Ti ⫽ Ti (t,  a⬙0(i), D⬙0, 兩rជs ⫺ ជrd兩) using the
time-domain diffusion equation solution for slab geometry (36).
Then, letting T6 be the calculated intensity for the first point of SET
V with absorption coefficient  a⬙0(6), five correction factors ai were
calculated; ai ⫽ max(T6)兾max(Ti). The ai were multiplied with the
amplitude of the time-resolved curves Ti acquired at each point i.
The calculation was done for each patient separately by constructing a graph like the one of Fig. 2.
(iii) The third step calculated the relative scattered field sc in Eq.
3, at each frequency . The total fields U⬙(rជs, ជrd, ) and U⬘(rជs, ជrd, )
were obtained at each frequency  by Fourier transforming the
time resolved curves of SET II and the corrected time-resolved
curves of SET IV respectively. The incident fields U⬙0(rជs, ជrd, ),
U⬘0(rជs, ជrd, ), were theoretically obtained by using the frequencydependent solution of the diffusion equation (40) for an infinite slab
using the post-ICG ( a⬙0, D⬙0) and pre-ICG (a⬘0, D⬘0) background
optical properties. The values  a⬙0, D⬙0 and a⬘0, D⬘0 were calculated
by averaging the optical properties obtained after fitting (39) the
time-resolved curves acquired during SET IV and SET II, respectively, to the time-domain diffusion equation for an infinite
slab (36).
Coregistration. Coregistration is based on the H2O-CuSO4-filled

fiducials mounted on the compression plates that appear on the MR
images as bright spots. The center of the fiducials was retrieved via
image postprocessing on the GRE images that offer the highest
resolution of the study. Then the exact three-dimensional position
of the sources and detectors relative to the breast is retrieved by
simple geometrical calculations.
Results
Three cases are presented: a malignant tumor, a benign tumor, and
a control measurement from a patient with no disease. Average
background optical properties and the average absorption increase
3 min after the administration of the contrast agent are tabulated
in Table 1 for all cases.

Case I: Infiltrating Ductal Carcinoma. Fig. 3 depicts the results from

a 70-year-old patient with an infiltrating ductal carcinoma of ⬇1 cm.
Fig. 3a depicts the pre-Gd sagittal MR slice passing through the
carcinoma in grayscale and the relative signal increase due to Gd
superimposed in color. The color image is obtained by subtracting
the corresponding pre-Gd from the post-Gd slice and thresholding
PNAS 兩 March 14, 2000 兩 vol. 97 兩 no. 6 兩 2769
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Fig. 1.

Table 1. Average optical properties for the three cases studied
at 830 nm

Case I
Case II
Case III

a (cm⫺1) pre-ICG

⌬a (cm⫺1)
attributable to ICG

s⬘ (cm⫺1)

0.031 ⫾ 0.002
0.046 ⫾ 0.003
0.052 ⫾ 0.003

0.007 ⫾ 0.001
0.004 ⫾ 0.001
0.005 ⫾ 0.001

11.1 ⫾ 0.7
11.9 ⫾ 0.7
9.3 ⫾ 0.6

the resulting image to 40% of the maximum. All of the MR images
were median-filtered to reduce shot noise. The rectangle surrounding the carcinoma indicates the sagittal cut of the volume of interest
(VOI) imaged under the NIR protocol examination after ICG
administration (SET II and SET IV). Fig. 3b shows the DOT image
obtained from the VOI, along the coronal plane. Fig. 3c depicts a
pre-Gd GRE coronal slice (in grayscale) passing through the center
of the VOI, superimposed with the distribution of Gd (in color)
from the entire VOI projected on this coronal plane. The Gd
distribution is calculated as GdVOI ⫽ ⌺i僆VOI [Gdipost] ⫺ [Gdipre],
where [Gdipost] is the ith post-Gd coronal slice that is included in the
VOI and [Gdipre] the corresponding pre-Gd slice. The final GdVOI
image seen superimposed in color on Fig. 3c is thresholded to 40%
of the maximum. All post-Gd images used are from the MR set
obtained immediately after Gd-chelate injection.
Fig. 3b exhibits a marked absorption increase in the upper right
of the image, congruent with the position that the carcinoma
appears in Fig. 3c. The local absorption coefficient increase of this
lesion is ⬇0.05 cm⫺1 at 830 nm, corresponding to an ICG concentration of ⬇0.1 mg兾liter. There is another lesion shown in the left
part of the NIR image, congruent with enhancements seen on the
MR images, albeit with a different size and shape than the MRI
lesions. In its current implementation, the low resolution of DOT
is not sufficient to separately resolve such small lesions. Furthermore, a characteristic feature of DOT is that there are no clear
borders of the structures imaged. Therefore, characterization of a
lesion size depends on a selected threshold. The full width at half
maximum of the DOT-resolved carcinoma is comparable with the
carcinoma size seen on the MRI image. There is fair comparison
between the full-width at half-maximum size of the secondary
lesion on the DOT image and the corresponding enhancement
distribution seen on the MR image. The cancerous lesion, however,

shows marked enhancement relative to the secondary structure on
the DOT image. One other small absorbing lesion appears on the
border of the DOT image. This lesion could be caused by a
superficial blood vessel just in front of the corresponding source but
is most likely an artifact caused by experimental noise since it does
not appear on the Gd image.
Case II: Fibroadenoma. Fig. 4 depicts results from a patient diagnosed
with a fibroadenoma. The fibroadenoma was 1.5 cm in diameter
and was close to one of the two compression plates. The lesion is
clearly shown enhanced on the functional MR images of Fig. 4a and
c (produced like Fig. 3 a and c, respectively). Fig. 4b depicts the
result obtained with DOT for the VOI. There is a lesion that
appears mildly enhanced after ICG injection congruent with the
appearance of the fibroadenoma on Fig. 4c. The ⌬a value reconstructed for the fibroadenoma is ⬇0.03 cm⫺1 at 830 nm, corresponding to an ICG concentration of ⬇0.06 mg兾liter. The fullwidth at half-maximum size of the lesion appears underestimated.
Such differences may be partly attributed to the different distribution mechanisms of ICG and Gd-DTPA, as explained in the
discussion section, and partly to the low DOT resolution. No other
structure significantly enhances in this image. The DOT image is
printed in scale with Fig. 3b for direct comparison between the
DOT images.
Case III: Healthy Tissue. Fig. 5 depicts the results from the control

case: namely, a patient that demonstrated no suspicious enhancement in the post-Gd images. Fig. 5a shows an arbitrarily selected
sagittal functional image passing from the middle of the breast.
Minor signal enhancement attributable to Gd appears (in color)
scattered in a random manner throughout the breast (color superposition is also thresholded to 40% of the maximum). Fig. 5b shows
the result of DOT for the selected volume of interest, in scale with
the results of Figs. 3b and 4b, and Fig. 5c depicts the functional
coronal MR image produced similarly to Fig. 3c. The optical image
shows moderate enhancements (⬇0.025 cm⫺1) in the left and right
sides of the image, which coincide with increased number of
enhanced structures seen on the MR coronal slice.
Discussion
In this paper, we have investigated the fidelity of DOT for imaging
the in vivo distribution of ICG in human breast by comparing it with
MRI. The Gd-enhanced MR images provide insight on the func-

Fig. 3. Case I: Ductal carcinoma. (a) Functional sagittal MR image after Gd contrast enhancement passing through the center of the cancerous lesion. (b) Coronal DOT
image, perpendicular to the plane of the MRI image in a, for the VOI indicated on a with the interrupted line box. (c) Functional MR coronal reslicing of the VOI with
the same dimensions as b.
2770 兩 www.pnas.org
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Fig. 4. Case II: Fibroadenoma. (a) Functional sagittal MR image after Gd contrast enhancement passing through the fibroadenoma. (b) Coronal DOT image,
perpendicular to the plane of the MRI image in a, for the VOI indicated on a with the interrupted line box. (c) Functional MR coronal reslicing of the VOI with the same
dimensions as b.

min by 95%, but also ␣-1-lipoproteins and ␤-1-lipoproteins (31, 44).
Therefore, it is likely that ICG does not significantly extravagate
except for incidences of abnormal blood capillaries with high
permeability, as in the case of tumor hypervascularity (45). This
extravagation would be a slow process, as has been suggested by
studies of similar macromolecular contrast agents such as the
albumin-bound-Gd molecule (46). Under this premise, only minimum ICG extravagation should occur 3 min after injection (when
the optical images were acquired). The coronal slices of Fig. 3 b and
c could then be seen approximately as vascularization maps, with
the carcinoma in this case being two times more vascular compared
with the secondary benign lesion.
In the case of the fibroadenoma (Case II), the moderate ICG
enhancement similarly indicates lower vascularization. The MR
diagnosis in this protocol does not use quantified information; the
characterization of the lesion is based on morphological features,
such as lobulated borders and internal septations. Therefore, MRI
enhancements seen in different patients are not compared with

MEDICAL SCIENCES

tional characteristics of lesions and supported by the histopathological findings serve as our Gold Standard.
In the case of the carcinoma (Case I), the optical method resolves
two lesions that are congruent with the two primary areas that
enhance after Gd administration. The accuracy of this localization
is within the resolution limits allowed by the reconstruction mesh
(⬇4 mm). A good correlation is also seen between the contrast of
the imaged lesions: the enhancement intensity of the carcinoma
relatively to the secondary lesion is ⬇2:1 for the two modalities. This
contrast consistency can be attributed to the fact that both ICG and
Gd are expected to be probes of hypervascularization in this study,
even though they have different distribution patterns. Gd are
known as extracellular agents that quickly distribute in the intravascular space and the whole body interstitial space [except in the
central nervous system (41)]. Hence, cancer differentiation caused
by Gd is mainly attributed to the hypervascularity of cancers (42,
43). On the other hand, when ICG is injected in the blood stream,
it binds immediately and totally to blood proteins, primarily albu-

Fig. 5. Case III: No disease. (a) Functional sagittal MR image after Gd contrast enhancement passing through the middle plane of the breast. (b) Coronal DOT image,
perpendicular to the plane of the MRI image in a, for the VOI indicated on a with the interrupted line box. (c) Functional MR coronal reslicing of the VOI with the same
dimensions as b.
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Independently of the ICG performance in breast cancer detection, however, DOT has been shown to be capable of localizing and
quantifying enhancing lesions in vivo. Hence, it could be used to
investigate the clinical utility of different contrast agents and use the
best of them for optical mammography. In support of this view is
the fact that the diagnostic mechanisms of DOT do not focus on
high-resolution structural details but rather on local functional
characteristics. Furthermore, the resolution and sensitivity of DOT
is expected to increase by increasing the source-detector pairs
employed and the signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, the use of appropriate NIR markers developed to target specific biological or
molecular properties of tissue may expand the potential applications of DOT in probing functionality.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the optical protocol aims at imaging both
the intrinsic and extrinsic breast optical contrast. However, we have
chosen not to present images of the intrinsic contrast here, to keep
the presentation concise and focus on issues related with imaging
of the ICG distribution. Furthermore, the coregistration of the two
contrast agents has provided a very good comparison model for the
validation of the technique. The results of intrinsic contrast should
appear in a follow-up report in which all of the specific inferences
pertaining to the imaging of the intrinsic contrast could be analytically presented.

each other on an intensity basis. The use of quantified information,
however, seems to be an important feature for DOT diagnosis,
which by construction produces quantitative images of the absorption coefficient in this study.
Finally, in the normal case, the several minor enhancements
shown on the MR coronal slice (Fig. 5c) are caused by distributed
small vascular structures. Healthy breast demonstrates a heterogeneous ICG distribution, probably similar to the Gd enhancement
pattern seen in this measurement. Hence, the reconstruction of the
large absorbing lesions at the sides of Fig. 5b reflects an average
absorption increase caused by many small-localized centers that
cannot be adequately resolved independently, as was also observed
in the reconstruction of the secondary benign lesion in Fig. 3b.
Although it is not feasible in this study to validate the accuracy
of the reconstructed a, by keeping the reconstruction parameters
similar in the three cases examined, it is shown that quantification
could be used diagnostically or as a probe of functionality. This is
a significant advantage over transillumination. The evaluation of
ICG as a contrast agent of high diagnostic potential requires a larger
patient study. Our findings suggest that ICG, although not developed as a cancer targeting dye, could find applications in DOT
mammography. Additionally, it should be pointed out that the study
of macromolecular contrast agent kinetics enables the independent
estimation of vascularization and permeability (47–49). Such differentiation has been demonstrated by MRI using albuminbound-Gd and is examined by the MR community as a surrogate
to increasing specificity (47, 50, 51). In this study, the timelimitations of our protocol did not allow imaging at longer times
after ICG injection. However, images taken at later times could
study localized ICG kinetics and thus quantify permeability as well,
offering an additional feature for cancer differentiation.
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